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Raising Taxes to Cover
Waste

Special War Taxation could have been avoided altogether if the

Borden Government had been careful to get value for the money
sj>ent on the war.

In other words, if they had been careful to get value for the

money spent in connection with the contingents, they would have

saved far more than the sum they hope to raise by the vexatious

taxes now imposed.

For example, they allowed Sir Richard McBride to buy two
submarines, and paid for them $1,150,000. Now these submarines

were built for a South American Government for $750,000. They
had just been thrown back upon the hands of the builders, presum-

ably for good reason, so that $750,000 was a price the builders

would be glad to get. The money Canada paid for them was dis-

tributed in three drafts, one for $250,000, one for $500,000, which

together would represent an ample price, and a third for $400,000,

which represented—what?

Well, wherever that $400,000 may have gone, at least we
know where it conies from. Forty million of the one cent

war stamps will have tobe bought, licked and affixed to letters,

cheques, receipts and other documents to make up for it.

Forty million times, somebody putting a stamp on a
letter will be thinking to himself that he is doing it to help

the soldiers go to war, whereas he is really doing it to cover

up waste, or, as possibly may be, worse.

A paper printed by order of Parliament contains correspondence

which reveals how the Auditor General tried to keep the expenditure

of the Militia Department under bounds—and how he wasn*t able

to do so.

The Auditor General points out (page 16) that, concerning a

purchase of about $90,000 worth of field glasses "the profit of about
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$12 per glaae would appear to be uau»«ally large." The glasses were

turned in at $33 and $42 a pair. Twelve hundred of Mr. White's

stamps, therefore, must go for the wastage on every pair of field

glasses. It means a lot of stamping that could have been saved by
the exercise of ordinary business intelligence.

Again, the Auditor General's letters disclose that Mr. Garland,

M.P., who is connected with a joint stock drug company in Ottawa,

patriotically presented a clerk, E. Powell, as the agent of Bauer &
Black, Chicago, and that the Government bought certain sanitary

supplies from Powell. Among other things, Powell furnished 67,200

field dressings. The Auditor figures that for merely acting as agent,

Powell received a profit of 31| per cent., whereas, the Auditor

thought 5 per cent, was quite a high enough commission. Care in

this item alone would have made needless $2,822.40 worth of

Mr. White's new stamps.

But this was not all. On November 26th, the Auditor wrote

that $18,163 had been paid for medical supplies received from

Powell, commenting, ** These goods could have been purchased for

40 to 60 per cent, cheaper from the regular wholesale trade, and think

that an order amounting to over $18,000 should not be paid at retail

prices." Why not? If the Government was particular about saving

40 to 60 per cent., what excuse vr uld there be for Mr. White's

stamp taxes?

The bandages bought f <• Powell for use, presumably, of

wounded s^^diers, will illustrate \ .e necessity of Mr. White's taxes.

For one kind P well aid (th Auditor General writes) $8.00 per

gross, and charged $12.00. Stamps for the difference, $4.00 worth.

For some white flannel bandages, Powell paid $4.40 a gross. Stamps

to bring it up to hi selling price, $3.60. Adhesive plaster that cost

him 52 and 72 cents, he charged 72 cents and $1.00 for. By some
ftlip he invoiced rubber drainage tubes at $3.20, just what he paid

for them. Abandoning the five per C3nt. commission the Auditor

General thought he was entitled to, and providing no opportunity

to the public to buy stamps to make up wastage. Such mistakes

did not occur often.

The story of the connection between motor trucks and the war

taxes is not ready to be told in full as yet, there is too much of it.

What is known is that at the outset every business rule was dis-

regarded, and the country paid whatever bills came in. Later, when



more trucks had to be bought, and competition forced itself upon
the Government's notice, it was discovered that hundreds of dollars

too much had been paid for every truck. Suppose it was $500 a
truck, an under-estimate. There, at once, on every car, are
fifty thousand of Mr. White's stamps accounted for. Why
can't people pay for them and accept the annoyance of them, and
feel virtuously patriotic in the knowledge that somebody must have
got the money that was wasted.

And the Sham Shoes! The ones that wore through, the
soldier said, when he **wiggled his big toe!" The shoes the
soldiers in Halifax used to wrap clothes around when they
went walking! The shoes whose soles the boys had to replace

with shingles! They had to be paid for, and replaced with
others' sometimes as bad, which also had to be paid for.

200,000 pairs of canvas **hospital shoes" had to be paid for.

And because all this money was wasted, Mr. White had to

impose some special taxes to remind people that they are

at war. They had not had sufficient reminder of that in the

state of their fortunes already.

The people of Canada rightly expected to bear special burdens

of taxation in consequence of the war, and the Borden Government
did not disappoint them in that. But they had the right also to

expect that a Government which levied such t^xes would abstain

from wasting, in the manner of which the foregoing offers a sample,

possibly the whole of what this special taxation will take from

people who can ill afford it.
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